Term 1 vocabulary list

Counting to 5
**Key vocabulary:** number, one, two, three, four, five, count, count on, count up to, small, big, then, next, guess, group, how many?
**Further vocabulary:** zero, smaller, bigger, quantity, order, empty, full

Recognising numbers 0 to 5
**Key vocabulary:** number, zero, nothing, none, one, two, three, four, five, count, count on, count up to, small, big, then, next, recognise, order, how many?, empty, full
**Further vocabulary:** smaller, bigger, identify, sequence, before, after, quantity, amount

Counting to 10
**Key vocabulary:** number, zero, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, count, count on, count up to, small, big, order, then, next, group, many, few, too many, too few, altogether, check, how many?
**Further vocabulary:** smaller, bigger, more, fewer, less, quantity, compare, value

Recognising numbers to 10
**Key vocabulary:** number, zero, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, row, group, small, big, recognise, check, order, then, next, same, different, many, few, too many, too few, more, fewer, less, how many?, house number, address, phone number, clock, road sign, number plate
**Further vocabulary:** smaller, bigger, identify, sequence, quantity, compare, value, digit

How many?
**Key vocabulary:** number, zero, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, small, big, smaller, bigger, group, set, many, few, more, fewer, less, check, how many?, altogether, guess, estimate, compare
**Further vocabulary:** smallest, biggest, quantity, total, value

Sequencing forwards
**Key vocabulary:** number, zero, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, sequence, forwards, on, up, count, count on, count up to, order, then, next, follow, missing, continue, carry on, before, after, what comes next?, number line, number track, bigger, biggest
**Further vocabulary:** first, second, third, last, greatest

Sequencing backwards
**Key vocabulary:** number, zero, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, sequence, backwards, on, up, down, count, count on, count back, direction, order, then, next, continue, carry on, after, what comes next?, number line, number track, countdown, start, finish, beginning, end, complete, smaller, smallest
**Further vocabulary:** first, second, third, fourth, fifth, last, quick, slow

Colours
**Key vocabulary:** colour, favourite, like, dislike, choose, red, yellow, blue, green, black, white, pink, brown, orange, purple, grey, colour word, mix, rainbow, light, dark, bright, dull, warm, cool, multi-coloured, many
**Further vocabulary:** indigo, violet, turquoise, magenta, cyan, silver, gold, vivid, colourful

Colour patterns
**Key vocabulary:** colour, red, yellow, blue, green, black, white, pink, brown, orange, purple, grey, colour word, rainbow, light, dark, bright, dull, warm, cool, multi-coloured, pattern, order, sequence, same, different, continue, then, next, more, again, repeat
**Further vocabulary:** first, second, third, fourth, fifth, last, quick, slow, rotate

2D shapes
**Key vocabulary:** shape, circle, triangle, square, rectangle, star, oval, diamond, hexagon, semicircle, 2D, flat, line, join, side, round, curved, straight, size, sort, compare, same, different, object
**Further vocabulary:** two-dimensional, corner, edge, pentagon, heptagon, octagon, describe, circular, triangular, rectangular

2D-shape patterns
**Key vocabulary:** shape, circle, triangle, square, rectangle, star, oval, diamond, hexagon, semicircle, 2D, flat, round, curved, straight, circular, triangular, rectangular, pattern, order, sequence, continue, then, next, before, after, more, again, repeat, what comes next?
**Further vocabulary:** two-dimensional, first, second, third, fourth, fifth, last, side, corner, edge, pentagon, heptagon, octagon

Counting sides on 2D shapes
**Key vocabulary:** shape, circle, triangle, square, rectangle, star, oval, diamond, hexagon, semicircle, 2D, flat, round, curved, straight, side, corner, edge, long, short, count, how many?, altogether
**Further vocabulary:** two-dimensional, pentagon, heptagon, octagon, regular, irregular, total, horizontal, vertical, length

Counting corners on 2D shapes
**Key vocabulary:** shape, circle, triangle, square, rectangle, star, oval, diamond, hexagon, semicircle, 2D, flat, round, curved, straight, side, corner, join, point, pointed, end, edge, how many?, altogether
**Further vocabulary:** two-dimensional, pentagon, heptagon, octagon, regular, irregular, total, angle, rotate
Writing numbers 0 to 5

**Key vocabulary:** number, zero, one, two, three, four, five, trace, follow, starting point, start, end, space, top, bottom, down, up, across, direction, size, shape, straight, curved, grip, finger, thumb

**Further vocabulary:** height, formation, position, movement, posture, left, right

**One more**

**Key vocabulary:** count, count on, more, one more, most, same, different, equal, match, pair, after, next, then, forwards, compare, how many?, altogether, greater than, object, set, row, number track, number line

**Further vocabulary:** add, plus, sum, total, equals, calculate, quantity

**One less**

**Key vocabulary:** count, count back, count down, less, fewer, one less, one fewer, least, fewest, less than, backwards, cross out, take away, before, left, remaining, compare, how many?, what comes next?, object, set, row

**Further vocabulary:** minus, subtract, equals, difference, calculate, quantity

**One more and one less**

**Key vocabulary:** count, count on, count back, more, one more, less, fewer, one less, one fewer, add, take away, altogether, before, after, next, guess, estimate, compare, object, set, row, sequence, forwards, backwards, smaller, bigger, greater, lesser, number track, number line

**Further vocabulary:** plus, minus, subtract, total, difference, calculate

**Writing numbers to 10**

**Key vocabulary:** six, seven, eight, nine, ten, trace, follow, starting point, start, end, space, top, bottom, down, up, across, direction, size, shape, straight, curved, spiral, loop, slope, grip, finger, thumb, number track, number line

**Further vocabulary:** diagonal

**Counting to 20**

**Key vocabulary:** eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, count, count on, guess, estimate, nearly, close, too many, too few, first, second, third, fourth, fifth, next, then, last, before, after

**Further vocabulary:** predict, quantity, value, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, finally

**Recognising numbers to 20**

**Key vocabulary:** eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, count, count on, guess, estimate, nearly, close, too many, too few, greater than, less than, over, above, next, then, last, before, after

**Further vocabulary:** predict, value, ones, tens, even, odd, enough, not enough, finally, last but one

**Big and small**

**Key vocabulary:** size, big, bigger, biggest, small, smaller, smallest, medium, mum, dad, adult, baby, little, large, fat, thin, thick, pair, measure, compare, order

**Further vocabulary:** wide, narrow, shallow, deep, skinny, huge, giant, massive, gigantic, tiny, mini

**Tall and short**

**Key vocabulary:** height, tall, taller, tallest, short, shorter, shortest, high, higher, highest, low, lower, lowest, size, big, bigger, biggest, small, smaller, smallest, medium, little, tiny, large, huge, thickness, thick, thicker, thickest, thin, thinner, thinnest, object, measure, compare, order, grow, build

**Further vocabulary:** enormous, towering, sky-high, petite, minuscule, minute

**More patterns**

**Key vocabulary:** pattern, movement, order, sequence, every other, continue, carry on, complete, follow, what comes next?, match, copy, repeat, again, before, after, next, then, same, different, patch, stripe, spot, zigzag, cross, dot, footprint, half, one half, two halves, whole, symmetry, symmetrical, mirror image, middle, centre

**Further vocabulary:** regular, irregular, marking, similarity, difference, asymmetrical

**3D shapes**

**Key vocabulary:** shape, 2D, 3D, flat, solid, cube, cuboid, sphere, cone, cylinder, pyramid, object, corner, face, side, edge, surface, circle, triangle, square, rectangle, star, oval, diamond, hexagon, semicircle, same, similar, different, difference, straight, curved, sloping, roll, still, stand, space, pattern

**Further vocabulary:** two-dimensional, three-dimensional, prism, cubical, spherical, cylindrical, conical

**Position**

**Key vocabulary:** position, over, under, above, below, top, bottom, side, on, on top of, in, into, outside, inside, next to, beside, front, back, between, in front of, behind, up, down, around, across, forwards, backwards

**Further vocabulary:** underneath, opposite, apart, left, right, sideways, along, through

**Distance**

**Key vocabulary:** distance, near, nearer, nearest, far, further, furthest, nearby, far away, close, closer, closest, place, to, from, walk, vehicle, car, bus, aeroplane, boat, rocket, travel, towards, forwards, backwards, start, stop, time, compare, guess, estimate, measure, order

**Further vocabulary:** predict, route, journey, mile, kilometre
Term 3 vocabulary list

Adding
**Key vocabulary:** count on, forwards, more, one more, two more, three more, four more, five more, add, plus, altogether, makes, equals, total, the same as, sign, number sentence, number bond, sum, answer, right, wrong, how many?, check, try again, missing, number track, number line, record

**Further vocabulary:** increase, calculate, symbol, maximum, minimum

Subtracting
**Key vocabulary:** count back, backwards, less, fewer, one less, one fewer, two less, two fewer, three less, three fewer, four less, four fewer, five less, five fewer, take away, cross out, remove, hide, gone, subtract, minus, difference, left, remaining, equals, sign, number sentence, work out, solve, answer, correct, incorrect, try again

**Further vocabulary:** decrease, symbol, calculation, solution

Writing numbers to 20
**Key vocabulary:** digit, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, starting point, start, end, finish, space, top, bottom, down, up, across, direction, movement, size, shape, height, curved, straight, spiral, loop, slope, diagonal, grip, remember, practise, biggest, smallest, every other

**Further vocabulary:** left, right, position, posture, coordination, even, odd

Doubling
**Key vocabulary:** count on, the same number, again, repeat, double, doubling, once, twice, pair, set, group, lots of, groups of, more, add, plus, altogether, total, equals, calculate, half, one half, two halves, whole, fold

**Further vocabulary:** increase, times, multiply, triple, calculation

Halving
**Key vocabulary:** count back, the same number, half, halve, halving, split, share, fair, unfair, one for me, one for you, pair, set, group, part, one half, two halves, whole, less, fewer, take away, subtract, minus, total, equals, equal, unequal

**Further vocabulary:** decrease, divide, calculation, identical

Sharing
**Key vocabulary:** share, split, give, the same number, equal, fair, unfair, one for me, one for you, set, group, part, whole, more, less, fewer, total, equals, calculate, left over, remaining

**Further vocabulary:** decrease, divide, calculation, identical, remainder, odd, even

Length
**Key vocabulary:** length, long, longer, longest, short, shorter, shortest, width, height, tall, taller, tallest, size, big, small, guess, estimate, predict, test, compare, line up, write, record, order, measure, measurement, centimetre, ruler, measuring tape, nearly

**Further vocabulary:** comparison, unit, millimetre, metre, kilometre

Weight
**Key vocabulary:** weight, weigh, heavy, heavier, heaviest, light, lighter, lightest, balance, balanced, unbalanced, lift, carry, object, scales, equal, unequal, guess, estimate, predict, test, compare, write, record, order, measure, measurement, gram, nearly

**Further vocabulary:** experiment, unit, milligram, kilogram, ounce, pound, stone, tonne

Money
**Key vocabulary:** money, coin, note, price, amount, shop, buy, sell, spend, pay, cost, how much?, more, less, cheap, expensive, total, penny, pound, money box, bank, purse, wallet, value, valuable, change

**Further vocabulary:** currency, worth, debit card, credit card

How much money?
**Key vocabulary:** money, coin, note, price, amount, shop, buy, sell, spend, pay, cost, how much?, more, less, change, cheap, expensive, add, plus, take away, subtract, minus, equals, total, difference, penny, pound, money box, bank, purse, wallet, bank card, value, valuable

**Further vocabulary:** ATM, currency, discount, debit card, credit card

describe, measure, measurement, litre, overflow, deep, shallow

**Further vocabulary:** estimation, almost, volume, unit, millilitre

Days and routines
**Key vocabulary:** morning, noon, afternoon, evening, night, night-time, bedtime, day, week, month, year, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, today, yesterday, tomorrow, weekday, weekend, birthday, holiday, calendar, season, autumn, winter, spring, summer

**Further vocabulary:** January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November, December, annual, cycle

Time
**Key vocabulary:** time, quick, quicker, quickest, quickly, fast, faster, fastest, slow, slower, slowest, slowly, long, short, second, minute, hour, countdown, clock, watch, stopwatch, alarm clock, o’clock, clock face, hand, big, small, day, week, month, year

**Further vocabulary:** half past, half an hour, analogue, digital, timing